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Welcome to the third edition of
F2 Briefing 2018
The 2018 Season
With the extended mid-season calendar break
drawing to an end I hope you have been able
to enjoy summer breaks or longer holidays
in the warmth of this Summer’s amazing
European weather.
Racing in plus 30 degree temperatures, indeed
working in paddocks in such heat is not ideal
so a return to more ‘normal’ temperatures will
be a welcome change for many.
Many of you will have read in a number of
publications of the success of our Silverstone
International meeting. Historic Formula 2
enjoyed extensive racing press coverage with
superb photographs. Paul Lawrence’s race
reports in the club journal, Historic Racing,
and Historic Motor Racing News along with
Marcus Pye’s coverage in Autosport were
excellent.
I have said it before on many occasions and I
make no apologies for saying it again, our
races when seen from the pit wall, are little
short of spectacular. That 1600cc and 2000cc

forty year old single seaters are so fast, often
very close and make a wonderful noise is
amazing. Silverstone was no different. The
standard of preparation of all of the cars is a
credit to all of the drivers and their teams. If
memory serves me well it is the first time in my
ten year involvement with HF2 that all of the
cars that started Race 1 started Race 2! I am
indeed proud to be part of the ‘F2 Family’.
So now it is time to focus on Round Four of
this year’s calendar, the Historic Grand Prix
of the Netherlands at the famed ‘Circuit in the
Dunes’ Zandvoort.
It was fifty three years ago that I made my first
visit to Zandvoort and the Dutch Grand Prix.
It has remained one of my top three favourite
circuits ever since. Unique in its location within
the sand dunes just a few hundred yards from
the crashing waves of the North Sea, it has a
very special atmosphere all of its own. Yes,
you might say, ‘wet, windy and everything
tasting of salt’. But surely the real atmosphere
is generated by the high dunes that form steep
sided valleys through which the track twists
and turns in a seeming endless series of fast,
slow and often blind corners relieved by just
one long straight, a challenge in itself when
subjected to strong cross winds off the sea.

Similarly the palpable enthusiasm of the Dutch
crowd is seldom equalled anywhere. Two years
ago at Zandvoort without the Lotus, over the
course of the weekend I was stopped in the
Paddock on three occasions by different
spectators and asked ‘Where is your Lotus?’
That particular weekend the spectator
attendance was 57,000.
Top off all of that with a lovely seaside town,
endless restaurants, pubs with good beer and
a very warm welcome and you have all of the
ingredients for great weekend.
Please be sure to get your entry in now. The
payment will not be taken immediately. A
prompt entry will ensure we have sufficient
Paddock space and enable the promoter to fully
complete the programme before publication.
We need another good entry to send a clear
message to European circuits and promoters
that they need Historic Formula 2 at their
events.
Twenty five plus F2 cars will make a very
impressive sight and sound around the dunes!
I hope to be out in the Lotus but if that is not
possible Mo and I will be on hand. As usual
there will coffee, tea and cakes available for all.

Rules and Regulations
For this edition just an aide-memoire from
Nigel Edwards, Historic Formula 2 Eligibility
Scrutineer.
“Competitors must ensure that their car’s
current aerodynamic aids comply accurately with
the photographs in their valid HTPs. Aids on cars
with HTPs “in progress” (i.e. prepared but not
yet approved by the FIA) will be subject to
approval by the Eligibility Scrutineer and the
Organising Committee.”
Nigel will be in attendance at Zandvoort as
usual.
Should you have any questions
concerning your HTP or any other questions
about eligibility or technical matters please do
not hesitate to contact Nigel. He is always ready
to help drivers achieve compliance.
That’s it for now.
Mo and I look forward to seeing you at ‘The
Circuit in the Dunes’.
Kind Regards,
Roger

